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Vice Chair: Becky Valdez

OCninetynines@gmail.com
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June 2016
June 2 Business Mtg, Signature 6pm
Note—This is a Thursday Meeting
June 15 Chapter Recognition
Pilot of the Year Banquet
Installation of New Officers

Secretary: Carol Bennett
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

Pilot of the year banquet
installation of new officers
Special Guest
Incoming

Southwest Section Governor
— Alice Talnack —

And YOU
Thus begins the New 99s Year
Time to contribute your $20 Dues
(voluntarily)

July—No Business Meeting
July 5-10—99s International Conference
Ottawa Canada
Sep 29-Oct 2—Fall Section Meeting–
Antelope Valley

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

NOTICE NO chapter meetings in July,
and NO Plane Tales
(your editors need a rest!)

Where:
Costa Mesa Country Club
1701 Golf Course Drive
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
When:
Wednesday June 15, 2016
Time:
6 pm - No Host Cash Bar
6:45 pm - Dinner
Cost - $40.00
Registration form on page 3
Due June 08 or sooner
Please help us support the children at Orangewood
Children’s Home mid year in addition to our
Holiday collection. Spring is the time to clear out
some of those items that can be used by the kids,
they need everything. Sometimes they are moved
in the middle of the night. Stuffed animals are
always good. Colleen will collect these items at
our POY Banquet.

Perfect Timing
I’m hoping you will receive this issue by Memorial Day. As I write my
comments, I get to reflect on our May meeting with Elinor Otto, a now
96 year old who stepped up to the plate during World War II and
became a riveter. The women were recruited so the men could go to
war and fight for our freedom. Elinor worked for economic reasons, to
take care of her mother and son. When she started working in 1942 at
the aircraft assembly plant, she was paid 65 cents an hour. “We hoped
we’d win the war. We worked hard as women, and were proud to have
that job.” But days after the war ended, all the women were let go.
The women took it in stride (gender equality had not yet been born).
Most did not realize that they were part of something big. “This Rosie
thing came up much later but we just knew this war had to be won and
the men were gone. Not until years later did we think we did anything
special.” Elinor indicated that she would have kept some memorabilia
if she had any inkling that “Rosies” would become famous.
Elinor still had her son to take care of, so she tried working in offices but hated being still for too long. She
found another aircraft assembly job in San Diego, where she worked for 14 years until she was laid off. A
year later, she secured a position for Douglas Aircraft at a C-17 plant. When her job ended at Boeing she
had been working for over 70 years. She insists that she did not retire—”I was let go.” I believe she would
still be working today if the job had continued. "I'm a working person, I guess. I like to work. I like to be
around people that work. I like to get up, get out of the house, get something accomplished during the
day.” She worked on every single C-17 and when Boeing produced the last one at the Long Beach Plant,
Elinor and others on her team were let go….that job had ended. “When I go to heaven, I hope God keeps
me busy!“
In November 2014, Elinor was honored for her contributions to the military with the Lillian K. Keil award
from the American Veterans Center. She received the special award with eight other honorees.
This memorial day, may we all reflect on those who have served as role models and given of themselves to
allow us the freedom we have today.
I hope many of you will join our Chapter Celebration on Wednesday June 15 where we will reflect on the
past year and celebrate all that is ahead for each of us.

Life is Good
Irene
Your fearless leader

Orange County 99’s Pilot of the Year Banquet
Wednesday June 15, 2016
The celebrating begins at 6pm

Costa Mesa Country Club
1701 Golf Course Drive
Costa Mesa, Ca 92626

Registration Form
Due Wednesday June 08, 2016
First Name___________________ Last Name __________________________
Name of Spouse_____________________________ Number Attending_____________
Names of others attending with you__________________________________________
Email Address ___________________________
Banquet $40.00 X_______=$_________________
“NON- MEMBER FRIENDS OF THE OC 99’s ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND”
Dinner Menu to include
Mesa Linda Salad
Choice of Entrees:
Breast of Chicken with Lemon Caper Sauce, Medallions of Pork with Brandy Peppercorn Sauce or
Vegetarian Lasagna
Side of green beans almandine, Rolls and Butter
Chocolate Thunder (Double Chocolate Cake)
Cash Bar
(Coffee, tea and water are included with your meal)
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR ENTRÉE OF CHOICE FOR EACH ATTENDEE

Make check payable to OC 99’s and send registration form and check to: Irene Engard 931 Presidio Dr.
Costa Mesa, CA. 92626-5609 or email your form to Becky Valdez at fxala@hotmail.com
Pay by Credit Card available on our website: http://oc99s.sws99s.org/ Look for the “Donate” button.
You can use PayPal (if you have an account) or Credit card. Please include your name(s) in the “Notes to
Seller”.

Our meeting with a Real Life “Rosie the Riveter”
Elinor Otto.
I got a call from Elinor the day after our meeting. I had presented her with a copy of our May issue of Plane
Tales. I thought that issue had a lot of great stories by our members. When she called she said “you made a
mistake—I’m 96 years old and I only missed one question on my driver’s test.” Then she called the next day
and said “why didn’t you mention The Ellen Show, everyone mentions The Ellen Show.” So here it is :
https://youtu.be/WiybyXBpbDE She absolutely loved meeting “all these women pilots.” I recommend that
we pick her up again and have her join us - she was a lot of fun. Elinor is definitely a role model. Check out
this link for more information on our speaker:
http://www.joanlunden.com/category/33-joan-s-blog/item/137-real-life-rosie-the-riveter-elinor-otto-national-women-s-

Irene

history-month-spotlight

Shirley

Janise
Kristina—Alex

Anna— Mark

Elinor as a Rosie

Who is listening?

Laura—Lena

Andrea
Linda—JeTaime

Elinor—Colleen—Patty

Virginia—Linda

Photos by Alan Engard (with one exception). He also recorded Elinor's talk—about 40 minutes. We will edit & post to YouTube for all to enjoy.

May 11, 2016

Orange Coast College Honors Night
After applying to every possible scholarship available, I was thrilled to receive an invitation to Orange
Coast College's Honors Night.
I was in complete shock when my name was announced as the 2016 Alpha Max Award recipient. I hadn't
applied for the award and it wasn't until I met with the donor representative that I learned that the
winner was selected by the faculty of the Air Transportation department.
As a first year airframe student and one of the only females within the Aviation Maintenance program, I
am so honored to have been selected for the scholarship. I have worked so hard over the past year and
have made receiving my Airframe and Powerplant my highest priority. To know that the entire faculty is
aware of my dedication really validates the sacrifices that I have made to complete the program.
Warmest wishes,
Sarah Hufnagel

In response to a request for pictures
of Sarah doing maintenance on
aircraft: “I don't carry my phone on
me in class so I only have these 2 that
my classmate sent me”

May 26, 2016, Sarah wrote:
Finals are DONE!!! I am SO excited to have this semester behind me!
I'm happy that I took the full 21 units to get the airframe portion out of the way but, I'll NEVER
take so many classes in one semester ever again! Haha my sheet metal class was really fun but
since our equipment is so limited, I've had to stay after class to finish my projects almost every
night for the past 3 weeks! The past 2 weeks, I've been up at 4am and left school at 10pm.

But It was all worth it, I did really well on all my finals and now I have a 2 week break before
my very last airframe class!

Sarah in her favorite
airplane—the DC-3
at Flabob

It’s a whole new experience
The Zero G flight was an unique experience, consisting
of Martian parabolas (simulate Martian gravity), Lunar
parabolas (simulate Lunar gravity) and multiple zero
parabolas. Our aircraft was a converted Boeing 727.
Weightlessness or zero G's was achieved by flying the
727 in a parabolic arc profile (see diagram). Note the
positive G's (referred to as hypergravity on the
diagram) are only 1.5-1.8G. While often referred to as
G-force, G is not a force but is the acceleration due to
gravity on Earth. One G is 9.8m/s2, while on Mars or
the Moon, the acceleration due to gravity is less or 3.711m/s2 and 1.622 m/s2, respectively. According to
Newton's Second Law, F=ma and at 2G's one experiences twice the acceleration due to gravity. For
example, if you are sitting in the cockpit and you weigh 100 pounds (don't I wish), at 2 G's you weigh 200
pounds. No, you
didn't gain weight,
that's the force you
exert on the cockpit
seat. During positive
G's the blood pools
towards the feet and
it is the lack of oxygen
to the brain that
causes blackouts. Top
fuel dragsters
experience about
5G's. The Superman rollercoaster is around 3G's. An F-16 fighter jet can sustain 9G's for a limited period
of time. So much for positive G's. We've all experienced both positive and negative G's in flight. Negative
G's are characterized by one's bottom coming off of the seat. When this occurs, blood is pooling to the
head. Humans can supposedly withstand only -2 to -3G's. Of course that depends upon the duration.
According to flyingclassroom.com, aerobatic pilot Sean Tucker experiences -4G's to 9G's when
performing maneuvers. While the 1.5-1.8G's during the Zero G flight seems trivial, it is the repeated
fluctuations in G that take their toll on some Zero G adventurers.
At one point we all laid down on our stomachs, linked arms and waited for the zero G moment (see
images). The objective was for us to all rise and float forward in a Superman-like manner. As we
attempted the Superman maneuver, we were pushed to one side of the plane. We were informed this
was due to cross winds.

Zero G only lasted about 20 seconds,
so you had to be quick with whatever
acrobatics you may want to attempt.
Many people are tempted to 'swim' in
zero G but there is only air to displace
instead of water such as when you go
diving. Water is more viscous than air,
offering more resistance and hence something to 'push against'. Scuba
diving is used to train astronauts at the Neutral Buoyancy Lab at the
Sonny Carter Training Facility because of the weightless environment
provided by neutral buoyancy. However, movements through water at
neutral buoyancy are significantly different than zero G in air. Certainly
zero G more closely emulates the weightlessness of space. We tried to
drink water and eat candies in zero G which worked well until the
candies started to stick to our sweaty palms! The experience was
amazing but I did wish the cabin was not so crowded. I spent a good deal of time avoiding mid-air
collisions. The cabin is divided into three sections. My group was at the rear in the silver section
(denoted by the color of our socks). A special guest appearance was made by Tony Hawk along with
Jaws (famous skateboarders). They were onboard filming skateboard stunts in the front (gold) section of
the cabin. Other famous travelers on Zero G include Stephen Hawking. Information for Zero G flights can
be found at www.gozerog.com.
CJ McMullin

Postscript:
We were at LGB. Did the maneuvers somewhere off the coast.
Oh socks....silver (actually hideous gray), blue and gold.
Dr. Cynthia "CJ" Jensen-McMullin

Bragging Rights
On May 9, 2016, Pam Doddridge proudly sent this photo with her comments:

Melissa sent me this picture today. She gets her 'wings' today and I realized she's the only girl.
I really didn't realize how few women pilots there are, I think, because I know so many.
CBS News March 11, 2016, 7:13 AM

All-female flight crew inspires new generation of women pilots
Airlines are looking to diversify their pilot corps, but women still make up only a fraction of the applicants. In the U.S., women
make up only about 6½ percent of all pilots. But on one San Francisco-to-Maui United Airlines flight, the pilots, flight
attendants, gate agents and even some of the ground crew were all women - a rare occurrence in the male-dominated world of
aviation. "I never thought it would be like this but it's really wonderful that it is," said United Airlines Captain Wanda Collins.
Collins joined the airline in 1999 and is a former Army reservist. Before coming to United, she competed in air shows. "I'm
really looking forward to seeing more women in the future. Just being a female pilot gives you the opportunity to prove to people
that you can be strong," Collins said.
The number of women licensed to fly an airliner has grown by more than 800 between 2010 and 2014, but make up only about
4% of licensed airline pilots. Studies like one from 2006 found that "in aviation, masculine beliefs, values and perceptions...
appear to continue to dominate the industry," and "has led to female pilots experiencing sexism, discrimination, prejudice,
hostility and inappropriate discourse."
"Sometimes it's hard because you feel like nobody takes you seriously, but for as many times as you get that feeling, you also get
the feeling of people looking at you and they're inspired by you," Collins said.
Major U.S. airlines are looking to replace as many as 18,000 retiring pilots over the next seven years. But even as airlines are
poised to hire thousands of new pilots, the number of women remains small. Of the 1,700 pilots attending the job fair at the
Annual Women Aviation Conference, just 200 are women. "We still have a ways to go," said Peggy Chabrian, the group's
president and founder. "When women first became airline pilots back in the 1970s, sometimes senior level management asked
them not to make the PA announcements. They were afraid that the general public would be afraid that there was a woman flying
the airplane. I think those perceptions will start to change."
Pilot Shannon Gross came to the conference hoping to land a job with JetBlue. "I
think it's the serenity that I feel up in the air. I get up there and everything just goes
away," Gross said.
On that full flight to paradise, the fact that the entire crew were women got the
attention of seven-year-old Faith Glatzhofer. "There's not many pilots around that are
women," said Faith, who says she is inspired that she could one day become one too.
That's exactly what Captain Kim Noakes wants to hear. "You can do this. We did it.
Hey, I did it. So anybody can do it," Noakes said.

Play Video

~ the RIGHT seat ~
~ the RIGHT seat ~
~ from the Chapter’s active
~ from the Chapter’s active
Flight Instructors
Flight Instructors

Both Carol Bennett and Pam Hengsteler have been under the May gray cloud lately—
but Carol managed to find VFR for a cross country flight with her student, Robert, on Friday afternoon, May 27

The wx came in rapidly over Catalina
and the airport soon went from clear
below 12,000’ to overcast at 500', so
we diverted to Camarillo; then back
to John Wayne overhead Van Nuys and
El Monte for an hour of night landings.
What a fun flight!

My student Robert at KCMA perfect VFR!

Matt Dunfee, competition aerobatic pilot and Extra owner,
earned his multi-engine ATP 5/18/16
coached by CFI Diane Myers

Tyler Haunreiter, who earned his Private Pilot license at Sunrise
11 years ago, earned his multi-engine ATP 5/18/16
coached by CFI Diane Myers

Posted on Sunrise’s facebook page, 5/22/16:
Mike Ross, helped mightily by Diane Myers, is now an ATP.
Through no fault of Mike's, it took two Examiners (the first had
a medical issue) and multiple airports.

VFR Waypoints for GPS
Some of you may remember some nifty VFR route charts that Jeppesen published a number of years ago.
They were developed by some Southern California folks who got together and tried to find routes where
VFR pilots COULD fly, instead of where they couldn’t. Well, those charts didn’t catch on, even though they
were a really good idea. Our airspace here in So Cal is pretty complex and most pilots need some help.
(Sadly, I even knew a pilot or two who quit flying altogether just because of the airspace maze.)
So, several years ago, the Southern California Airspace Working Group (SCAWG), composed of some of
those very same savvy individuals, got the FAA to include an interesting innovation on the Los Angeles and
San Diego VFR Terminal Area Charts (the old “TCA Chart”, for those like me who remember it that way.)
Integrating this info on existing charts proved to be a very good idea, and it has been expanded to other
areas and the other VFR Charts (WAC, Sectional), though as the scale increases, the number of waypoints
and other details decrease. For the purposes of this article, I’ll stick to the Terminal Area Chart (TAC).
For a long time now, there have been little red flag symbols next to “features normally used as check points
for controlling VFR traffic…so they may be readily identified.” The names of these check points are printed
in black and underlined. No doubt you have made good use of these. The SCAWG folks’ idea was to help
VFR pilots find some of these check points a little more easily. They gave them GPS waypoint identifiers
and persuaded the FAA to print them on the charts, and Jeppesen to put them into their GPS databases
which go into our GPS radios. Not all of the VFR check points have been given these GPS waypoint
identifiers, such as the “Four Stacks” between WHP and BUR, but only those they determined can be useful
in VFR enroute navigation and airport position reporting. Since GPS has found its way into more and more
GA cockpits, this makes really good sense. I use them all the time. You’ll find their names in parentheses
just below the NAME of the reporting point. See the circled area in the picture below, which is part of the
Legend of the FAA VFR charts (TAC & Sectional).

The format of the 5-letter (just like IFR intersections!) VFR Waypoint identifiers on the LA chart is VPxyz.
rd
The VP indicates that it is a VFR WayPoint. In the beginning, the 3 letter was L for Los Angeles, but this
isn’t necessarily the case any more. [Maybe they ran out of letters?] Anyway, the last 2 or 3 letters are
chosen to match the identity of the checkpoint itself. E.g. DS for Dodger Stadium, SS for Santa Susana
Pass, QM for the Queen Mary, NEW for the Newhall Pass, GTY for the Getty Center, etc. Of course, there
are some that are fun as well as practical: VPLMM is for Magic Mountain, and VPLDL is for Disneyland
(watch out for the TFR there!).
Have a look at the portion of the LA Terminal Area Chart at the very end of this article (thanks to
www.skyvector.com) to see some of the VFR Waypoints circled in red. Note that they are only a few of the
flagged reporting points, and if you look at the entire chart, you’ll find lots of them.
VFR Waypoints are great for enroute flights thru LA’s complexities. For instance, you can fly from Palm
Springs to Santa Barbara and avoid the LA Class B airspace by using the following VFR waypoints: VPLBP
(Banning Pass), VPLSB (Santa Fe flood basin), VPLWT (water tank in Thousand Oaks). You can fly from
San Diego to Santa Barbara or points north by using VPLDP (Dana Point), VPLQM (Queen Mary), and
VPLSR (Hawthorne/405 Fwy), and then over the top of LAX at 4,500’.
If you want to navigate your way to one of the usual check points for airport traffic pattern entry there are
several GPS Waypoints for that. Look for VPNEW (Newhall Pass) or VPLSS (Santa Susana Pass) or
VPGTY (Getty Center in the Sepulveda Pass) if you’re going to land at VNY. For Long Beach, try VPLQM
(Queen Mary) or VPLHF (Harbor/405 Freeway Interchange) or VPLFX (91/605 Interchange). And for

Orange County, you can GPS your way to VPLMS (Mile Square Park), VPLHP (Huntington Pier), and
VPLSP (Signal Peak). Out toward the east, at Corona, there is VPLPD for the Prado Dam, a commonly
used reporting point.
A couple of warnings: 1) When you’re reporting your position on the radio, do NOT use the 5-letter GPS
code. (Not everybody is using GPS, and the codes aren’t meant to be pronounced like IFR intersections.)
Use the NAME of the checkpoint, which is printed just above the 5-letter code on the chart (e.g., the name of
the VPGTY waypoint is “Getty Center”). 2) These VFR waypoints are just that – VFR. ONLY. They will be
accepted on VFR flight plans, and they’re in all the GPS databases, but they are not ever to be used for IFR.
You’ll never get one as part of an IFR clearance, and the FAA won’t accept them in an IFR flight plan.
That said, the next time you plan to head out on a VFR flight, give your VFR Chart an extra glance to see if
there are some of these VFR waypoints that you can program into your GPS to help you find your way
through the airspace maze.
Fly Safely!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2016

ESSAY CONTEST

Our Essay Contest is about to wrap up.
The closing date for essay submission is May 31.
We will be announcing the winners on June 20.
We hope that many teens, and adults, have been
inspired by our posters posted throughout Orange
County.
Perhaps as time goes by, new 99 members will
tell us they were first inspired to learn to fly by
our posters.
Diane Titterington-Machado
OC 99 Membership Chairman

Congress acts to allow WASP to return to Arlington National Cemetery
May 13, 2016 By Joe Kildea
Both the U.S. House and Senate have passed legislation to allow veteran Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) back into Arlington National Cemetery.

A U.S. flag flies over gravestone markers at Arlington National Cemetery.

During World War II, 1,900 women were accepted into the WASP program in which they flew a number of
noncombat missions in support of the war effort. Thirty-eight WASP gave their lives in the service of their
country performing missions that included ferrying and testing newly manufactured aircraft, towing targets,
and training other pilots.
WASP were first allowed inurnment at Arlington National Cemetery in 2002, but in 2015 the Secretary of
the Army reversed the decision.
Erin Miller, the granddaughter of WASP Elaine Harmon, called WASP “trailblazers for today's female military personnel,” and said allowing inurnment at Arlington National Cemetery, “recognizes their service as
meaningful within the context of American history and creates a permanent historical marker for the WASP
for future generations.”

News from the home front
Melissa Johnson—In December, I completed 4 Associates Degrees at Cypress College in Aviation Management,
Airline Customer Service, Travel & Tourism, & Flight Attendant. As well as a certificate in Cruise Line Sales &
Operations. This semester I am also completing a certificate in Airport Operations. Now that school will be done
and I don't have any travel plans at all for the summer, next week I will be focusing completely on FINALLY
finishing my PPL! I was signed off to solo again finally a few weeks ago, and I have less than 1 hour of hood work
left for my PPL requirements. The rest is just polishing up my maneuvers, review, and studying! I am trying to get
my checkride scheduled for the last week of June or the first week of July! I am just waiting to hear from the
examiner to have it scheduled. (We are cheering for you, Melissa.)
Kiersten Ellis—Has been busy checking off bucket list items with her Grandmother as they deal with Grans stage 4
lung cancer. She came up for air long enough to help propel a couple of best friends into a music venue by
organizing a free public concert on June 4—6pm—Yost Theater—During Santa Ana’s First Saturday Art Walk.
(We look forward to seeing you again at 99s events and perhaps taking advantage of your organization skills.)

Happy June - & - July Birthdays!
June
2
9
12
21

July
8
10
18
20
24
25

Linda Abrams
Hilda Hill
Lena Wilson
Heather Bradley

Pam Hengsteler
Lianne Oakes
Andrea Rinebold
Sandra Park
Karen Goodman
Irene Engard

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to Becky Valdez, fxala@hotmail.com.

OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

